
The Ronald G.Victor Memorial Lecture

A Randomized Trial of Blood-
Pressure

Reduction in Black Barbershops
Ronald G. Victor M.D., et al

“Where others saw intractable challenges, Ron saw novel solutions”
Eduardo Marbán, MD, PhD



Our story begins with Kaspare Cohn.
Poor Prussian immigrant

Wealth thru real estate & banking

How An Unheralded Community Hospital Became
A World Leader In Cardiology

Kaspare Cohn Hospital
12 beds, free

It an era of discrimination against Jews and their doctors,
what more could the community do?

How could he give back to his community?



When confronting discrimination, act decisively



In an Era of Discrimination the Jewish Community
Fearlessly Builds Its Own Hospitals

Cedars of Lebanon
Hollywood

Mt Sinai
Beverly Hills

Kaspare Cohn
Los Angeles

By 1960 Cedars & Mt. Sinai were large local community hospitals,
sandwiched between 2 powerful University Medical Centers. Now what?
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Dwight Harken

At the Same Time, Cardiology’s Modern Era Was Beginning

34 y.o. World War II battlefield surgeon
Dying soldiers with shrapnel protruding from heart

“A surgeon who tries to suture a heart wound deserves
to lose the esteem of his colleagues” Theodore Billroth

Dwight Harken

The Birth of Cardiac Surgery
Harken used a purse-string suture to extract the shrapnel
He returned to civilian life to pioneer heart valve surgery
The visionary Father of Modern Cardiology was
the mentor of three future CSMC cardiologists



The Opportunity:
Merge Jewish Philanthropy & the Birth of Cardiology

Founder/CEO of Allied Artists
Cedars of Lebanon was the “Hospital of the Stars”
Broidy’s vision: merge Cedars and Mt. Sinai
Raised millions for a new Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

Two Dreamers Who Never Slept

Eliot Corday

American College of Cardiology
Created in response to AHA’s exclusion of Jewish doctors
As President of ACC, his mission was creation of CCU’s
CCU’s began in 1962; Cedars had 3rd in nation
Cedars was awarded NIH $$ to train other doctors…

Steve Broidy

Now Cedars and Corday needed a full time staff for teaching
and research



Corday Recruits a Charismatic Leader: Jeremy Swan

Swan recruits the East for his clinical & research staff

If you can imagine it, you can achieve it

Jeremy appointed me Director of Research
“Jim, I want Cedars to become the best in

Los Angeles, & then...””



The Winners!!
Duke University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Cornell University

The NIH Offers 9 Multimillion $ Grants For
9 Myocardial Infarction Research Units

We joined the fierce competition with every university center for this $$$

Cornell University
University of Alabama
University of Rochester
University of Chicago
University of CA San Diego
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital



Medical Therapy of Acute Myocardial Infarction
by Application of Hemodynamic Subsets

Every block of granite has a sculpture inside it…
the task of the sculptor is to discover it

James S. Forrester, M.D., George Diamond, M.D.,
Kanu Chatterjee M.R.C.P., and HJC Swan M.D., Ph.D.

Swan conceived of catheter
Ganz added thermodilution
Diamond did clinical studies

By the end of the decade,
We had cut MI mortality by half!! And then…



In 1979 former cardiology fellow Marc DeWood
came back from Spokane to visit…

•The nation’s only 24/7 emergency CABG program for acute MI
•87% of MI patients studied within 4h had occlusive coronary thrombi
•His 1980 NEJM ms revolutionized our idea of the cause of MI
•Willie Ganz’ studies in dogs led to thrombolytic Rx of MI in the USA

By bringing research to the bedside
we cut MI mortality by half again!!

Marc DeWood Willie Ganz

“The CCU is the single most important advance in the treatment of acute
myocardial infarction.” E. Braunwald



The Scope of the MIRU Program Expanded
From MI to Ischemic Heart Disease, and…

Clot in NSTEMI
Litvack 1987

MMP in rupture
Shah 1995



Decisions For Angiography & Angioplasty Requires
Prediction of Risk

Cedars Sinai Develops Probability Analysis
Diamond G & Forrester J NEJM ’79

Concepts of pre-test likelihood, sens/specif, incremental value
Staniloff establishes long-term stress lab data base
We recruit Dan Berman, who integrates his nuclear data
Dan Berman becomes one of Fathers of Nuclear Cardiology

CSMC won intense competition for the 5 yr grant again & again



The Dream of Corday and Broidy Becomes Reality:
CSMC Cardiology #1 in West, #9 in US by USNWR

The new Cedars-Sinai Medical Center opens in 1976



Now it Was Time for the Next Cardiologic Generation:
Our Trainees Become Our New Leaders

Saibal Kar Drs. Kar and Makkar now have
largest volume of percutaneous valve repair procedures in the USA

Raj Makkar & Alain Cribier

Saibal Kar
largest volume of percutaneous valve repair procedures in the USA



In 2007, the Past Becomes the Present, & Future:
Eduardo Marban Creates Smidt Heart Institute

Under Dr. Marban’s leadership, CSMC makes another quantum leap to:
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Under Dr. Marban’s leadership, CSMC makes another quantum leap to:
1st in the West, 3rd in the USA



What Lessons Can We Learn from the Community
Hospital that Became a World Leader In Cardiology?

1st in West
3rd in United States









Monkey
[Squats]: Insignif, facing overwhelming odds of success, Like Kaspar Cohn, have plan.
[trees]: like Jew Comm & vsnries like brdy, cord, swan,pursue it fearlessly despite
massive chllnges
[Ear] like we did in MIRU, seize opportunity when least expctd, and finally
[tail] Like Eduardo with estab Smidt Heart Inst, finish with a spectacular flourish
[Walk away]: and that’s how we succeed in the jungle
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Ron passed away a few months ago 9/10, so our sorrow is still fresh. He was the author of the
leading text on hypertnsn. In just this past year you no doubt say Ron featured on every natnl
TV network and newppr for his wonderfully innovative program for detecting and treating high
BP in customers of black bshops. As EM said,”…” But it’s not for his prodig scientific achv we
mourn his loss. Ron has that wonderful gift for making each person he met feel special. He was
simultaneously unpretentious and genuine. He was a model of integrity. As was once said of the
great Dodger pitcher Sandy Koufax, some people are lovable in spite of their unswerving
integrity. That was Ron, and his friendship will remain one of my treasured memories.integrity. That was Ron, and his friendship will remain one of my treasured memories.

More powerful Rx option: Brakes don’t work get a louder hor
Statistics: A man and his dog have an average of 3 legs and half a tail
Treatment plan: If you don’t know where you’re going, almost any road will get you there
Overuse of angioplasty: The greatest bonanza since the Comstock Load. (Shumway)
Clinical trials: It’s the truth, but it’s not the whole truth
Overuse of Dx/Rx The jingling guinea soothes the hurt that honor feels (Tennyson)
Expensive drug: Is there another side effect of this drug besides bankruptcy?
Diet and exercise strategy: I run from bar to bar
Prevention: First dietary modification – Adam and Eve – didn’t work…and that was God talking
Swan see sails: research consists of seeing what everyone else has seen, but thinking what no



Yes I can:
Good leaders inspire others to help turn their vision into reality.

Great leaders inspire others to create their own vision.



Dwight Harken

At the Same Time, Cardiology’s Modern Era Was Beginning

34 y.o. World War II battlefield surgeon
Dying soldiers with shrapnel protruding from heart

“A surgeon who tries to suture a heart wound deserves
to lose the esteem of his colleagues” Theodore Billroth

Yes I can: Harken tried anywayYes I can: Harken tried anyway
“Then suddenly with a pop, like a champagne cork, the fragment jumped
out of the ventricle, forced by the pressure within. Blood poured out in a
torrent…I put my finger over the awful leak. I began passing large
needles swedged with silk through the muscle wall, under my finger, and
out the other side. With 4 of these in, I slowly removed my finger...Blood
pressure did drop, but my only moment of panic was when I discovered
one suture had gone through the glove on the finger that stemmed the
flood. I was sutured to the heart wall! We cut the glove and I got loose…”

And that was how cardiac surgery was born

The visionary Father of Modern Cardiology was
the mentor of three future CSMC cardiologists


